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Edward Frohlich
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Sidney Szathmary, Principal
Lois Skelton, Assistant Principal
Imants Gleske
Marta Findlay
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Joseph Striplin
Albert Safford
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Anne Hoffer
Terry Schwartz
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Hugh Partridge, Principal
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Rebecca Hucks
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Robert Bennett
Arthur Grunst
Dee Martz
Ruth Thrasher
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Shirley Evans Tabachnick, Principal
Joanne Manuel, Assistant Principal

Louise Strauss
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Janis Adamsons
Marie Shmorhun
Walter Reuleaux

Basses
Herbert Guy, Principal
Tom Reynolds, Assistant
Joseph Parker
Dean Crandall
Fred Heilman
Henry Boerner
Edward Marzuki
Dan McKibben

Flutes
Albert Saurini, Principal
Rochelle Draizar
Anne Reynolds

Piccolo
Anne Reynolds

Oboes
R. Warren Sutherland, Principal
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Kenneth Holm

English Horn
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Howard Johnson, Principal
Achille Rossi
Harald Hansen
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Bassoons
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James Hansen
William Schumacher

Contrabassoon
William Schumacher
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John Scandrett
John Miller
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Trombones
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John Bart
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Percussion
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Lawrence Jacobs
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Harps
Eileen Dishinger
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Celeste
Ruth Thrasher

Piano
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Librarians
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